Information and instructions COVID-19

The governmental instructions - regularly updated - are likely to change on a daily basis.

We have the pleasure to confirm PRO-VE’2021 as a physical Conference for all interested attendees. For physical participants Health Pass will be requested at the entrance every day of the Conference. Let's get together in a safe and friendly environment!

⚠️ The conference is subject to health pass

The pass must prove one of the three following items:

- **That you are fully vaccinated** (with an EMA-approved vaccine):
  - Seven days after the second shot for two-shot vaccines (Pfizer, Moderna, AstraZeneca),
  - Four weeks after the shot for one-shot vaccines (Johnson & Johnson),
  - Seven days after the shot for vaccines administered to people who have already had COVID-19 (only one dose is necessary).

- **OR that you have been tested** (PCR or ANTIGEN) with a negative result within the last 72hrs (to be renewed every 72hrs).

- **OR that you have recovered from COVID-19**, attested by a positive PCR or antigen test result, at least 15 days and no more than 6 months old.

Passes can be digital (in France the TousAntiCovid app) or in paper form (proof of vaccination or test result). They should include a QR code that will be scanned on entry into the venue or event.

About the Covid travel restrictions

**Coronavirus - Advice for Foreign Nationals in France**

Since June 9, 2021, the flow of travelers between France and foreign countries is reopened according to modalities that vary according to the health situation of third countries and the vaccination of travelers. A classification of countries has been defined on the basis of health indicators. The lists of countries may be adapted according to the evolution of the epidemic situation:

- Country classification based on health indicators
- Download your trip and travel receipts
See also: "Specific mechanism for issuing a COVID vaccine certificate of equivalence, which is valid on French territory. Applying for a COVID certificate if you were vaccinated abroad (procedure for non-EU tourists)"

In addition, as of July 1, 2021, the "European pass", also known as the "EU digital COVID certificate", will apply in all member states, with a transition period of six weeks. It is legally planned to be used until June 30, 2022 >> All about the EU digital Covid certificate

Respect for barrier gestures

When coughing or sneezing, cover your mouth and nose with your arm or use a disposable tissue

Wear a mask anytime (available on request)

Respect distanciation whenever possible

Wash your hands frequently

Avoid close contact when greeting people

In public transports, respect distanciation (preferably one person per row)

Useful information

COVID Referent: Niloufare Sadr, 0477426696

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES: 15

Nearest center for COVID tests: PHARMACIE NEYRET FAURIEL (67 Cours Fauriel)

APPOINTMENT IS COMPULSORY AND THE COST OF PCR TEST IS 25€
Contact: 04 77 25 23 56 / pharmacie.neyret.fauriel@gmail.com
Daily Time Periods for Covid Tests (requiring appointment): 11h-12h & 17h-18h